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abundantly In an abundant manner.
The plant grows abundantly in the wild.

adequacy
The quality of being sufficient for the end in view.
He questioned the adequacy of the usual sentimental interpretation of the
Golden Rule.

adequate Satisfactory or acceptable in quality or quantity.
She was adequate to the job.

adequately To a satisfactory or acceptable extent.
The job requirements were not adequately explained.

ample Fairly large.
An ample waistline.

boulder A large rock, typically one that has been worn smooth by erosion.

bountiful Given or giving freely.
This bountiful God has thought of everything.

considerable Notably large in size, amount, or extent.
Snow was a limited but still considerable novelist.

copious Abundant in supply or quantity.
She took copious notes.

enough An adequate quantity a quantity that is large enough to achieve a purpose.
Enough is as good as a feast.

exceeding Extremely exceedingly.
An ale of exceeding poor quality.

gargantuan Enormous.
A gargantuan appetite.

height
The vertical dimension of extension; distance from the base of something to
the top.
At the height of her career.
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immense Unusually great in size or amount or degree or especially extent or scope.
A factor of immense importance.

large Fairly large or important in effect influential.
A large sympathy.

lot The choice resulting from deciding something by lot.
An inefficient lot our Council.

massive Imposing in size or bulk or solidity.
Massive oak doors.

oversized Larger than normal for its kind.
An oversized T shirt.

plentitude A full supply.

prodigious So great in size or force or extent as to elicit awe.
Her memory was prodigious.

sizable Large in amount or extent or degree.
A sizable fortune.

spacious (especially of a room or building) having ample space.
A spacious ballroom.

stature High level of respect gained by impressive development or achievement.
A man of short stature.

sufficiency
Self sufficiency or independence of character especially of an arrogant or
imperious sort.
The judge would rule on the sufficiency of the provocation.

sufficient Enough; adequate.
We have sufficient reason for supposing this to be the case.

titanic Of great force or power.
A series of titanic explosions.

unusually In a way that is not habitual or common.
She was unusually tall.

vast Unusually great in size or amount or degree or especially extent or scope.
At vast or immense expense.

voluminous Large in volume or bulk.
A voluminous purple cloak.

wide
A ball that is judged to be too wide of the stumps for the batsman to play for
which an extra is awarded to the batting side.
The wide plains.
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